The system gives immune sensitized candidates more priority for kidneys they aren’t likely to reject. People who have a slightly higher sensitivity get slightly more priority. People who are very highly sensitized (98 percent or above) will get much more priority. Kidneys that are offered first to highly sensitized candidates, but don’t get accepted for them, are then offered to other patients.

Your transplant team can discuss with you whether you are sensitized and, if so, the additional priority you would receive for matching kidneys.

How is waiting time calculated?
A transplant program may evaluate and list you for a transplant even before you start dialysis. If you are listed early, you can be matched for deceased donor kidneys based on medical matching criteria in the kidney allocation policy. You would not receive additional priority for waiting time until you either start dialysis or have kidney failure (a creatinine clearance below 20 ml/minute).

What if I’m not listed for a transplant but want to be?
Talk to your doctor about your current health and your treatment options. If you want to be considered for a kidney transplant, it would be best to get evaluated and listed by a transplant hospital when, or just before, you start dialysis or reach end-stage kidney failure. This will allow you to be considered as early as possible for a kidney offer.

For more information
Start with your doctor or the medical team at your transplant center. They know the most about your specific medical condition and treatment. Don’t be afraid to ask questions. It will help you to have a detailed understanding of all your treatment options.

UNOS’ Patient Services phone line (888-894-6361) can provide information about the OPTN allocation policy and other resources available to you. Additional information is available online on the following websites:

Questions and Answers for Transplant Candidates about the Kidney Allocation System

United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) is a non-profit, charitable organization that serves as the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) under contract with the federal government. The OPTN helps create and define organ allocation and distribution policies that make the best use of donated organs. This process involves continuously evaluating new advances and discoveries so policies can be adapted to best serve patients waiting for transplants.

All transplant programs and organ procurement organizations throughout the country are OPTN members and are obligated to follow the policies the OPTN creates for allocating organs.

How are kidneys classified?

Every kidney offered for a transplant has a Kidney Donor Profile Index (KDPI) score. This is a percentage score that ranges from zero to 100 percent. The score is associated with how long the kidney is likely to function when compared to other kidneys. A KDPI score of 20 percent means that the kidney is likely to function longer than 80 percent of other available kidneys.

A KDPI score of 60 percent means that the kidney is likely to function longer than 40 percent of other available kidneys.

How are transplant candidates classified?

Each kidney candidate gets an individual Estimated Post-Transplant Survival (EPTS) score. This is a percentage score that ranges from zero to 100 percent. The score is associated with how long the candidate will need a functioning kidney transplant when compared with other candidates.

A person with an EPTS score of 20 percent is likely to need a kidney longer than 80 percent of other candidates. Someone with an EPTS score of 60 percent will likely need a kidney longer than 40 percent of other people. Your transplant team can calculate your EPTS score for you.

How does the system help hard-to-match patients?

Some patients are hard to match with most kidney offers because they have uncommon blood types. Others are likely to have an immune system rejection for most kidneys. The new system boosts their chances of getting a matching offer.

People with blood type B often wait longer for a kidney than people with other blood types, in part because it is harder to find a donor with type B blood.

Donors with blood type A generally can’t donate to a person with blood type B. However, some blood type A donors have a “subtype” that allows them to match a type B candidate. The system gives first priority for these donor kidneys for type B patients. Since blood type A donors are more common than blood type B donors, more offers should be available for type B candidates.

In other cases, people have developed immune system responses that make it very hard to find a kidney their body won’t reject. This may happen because of having a previous transplant or blood transfusion, or even from pregnancy. People who are “highly sensitized” often wait five or more years before receiving even one kidney offer.